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1 Introduction 

 

Functional characterization of a protein sequence is one of the most frequent problems in 

biology. This task is usually facilitated by accurate three-dimensional (3D) structure of the 

studied protein. Three-dimensional structure of natural proteins is guided by two distinct sets of 

principles operating on vastly different time scales: the laws of physics and the theory of 

evolution. Each of the two sets of principles that apply to the natural protein sequences gave 

rise to a class of protein structure prediction methods (Figure 1)(Fiser et al., 2002).  

 

The first approach, de novo or ab initio methods, predict the structure from sequence alone, 

without relying on similarity at the fold level between the modeled sequence and any of the 

known structures(Bonneau, Baker, 2001). The de novo methods assume that the native 

structure corresponds to the global free energy minimum accessible during the lifespan of the 

protein and attempt to find this minimum by an exploration of many conceivable protein 

conformations. The two key components of de novo methods are the procedure for efficiently 

carrying out the conformational search, and the free energy function used for evaluating 

possible conformations.  

 

The second class of methods, including threading(Domingues et al., 2000) and comparative 

modeling (Blundell et al., 1987;Marti-Renom et al., 2000), rely on detectable similarity spanning 

most of the modeled sequence and at least one known structure. When the structure of one 



protein in the family has been determined by experiment, the other members of the family can 

be modeled based on their alignment to the known structure.  

 

Comparative or homology protein structure modeling builds a three-dimensional model for a 

protein of unknown structure (the target) based on one or more related proteins of known 

structure (the templates) (Blundell et al., 1987;Greer, 1981;Johnson et al., 1994;Sali, Blundell, 

1993;Sali, 1995;Sanchez, Sali, 1997a;Marti-Renom et al., 2000;Fiser et al., 2001;Fiser et al., 

2002;Sanchez, Sali, 2000;Fiser, Sali, 2002). The necessary conditions for getting a useful 

model are (i) detectable similarity between the target sequence and the template structures and 

(ii) availability of a correct alignment between them. The comparative approach to protein 

structure prediction is possible because a small change in the protein sequence usually results 

in a small change in its 3D structure(Chothia, Lesk, 1986). It is also facilitated by the fact that 3D 

structure of proteins from the same family is more conserved than their primary 

sequences(Lesk, Chothia, 1980). Therefore, if similarity between two proteins is detectable at 

the sequence level, structural similarity can usually be assumed. Moreover, proteins that share 

low or even non-detectable sequence similarity many times also have similar structures. Despite 

progress in ab initio protein structure prediction(Bonneau, Baker, 2001), comparative modeling 

remains the only method that  can reliably predict the 3D structure of a protein with an accuracy 

comparable to a low-resolution experimentally determined structure(Marti-Renom et al., 2002). 

 

All current comparative modeling methods consist of five sequential steps (Figure 2). The first 

step is to search for proteins with known 3D structures that are related to the target sequence. 

The second step is to pick those structures that will be used as templates. The third step is to 

align their sequences with the target sequence. The fourth step is to build the model for the 

target sequence given its alignment with the template structures. The last step is to evaluate the 

model using a variety of criteria. If necessary, template selection, alignment and model building 

can be repeated until a satisfactory model is obtained.  

 

Currently, the probability to find related proteins of known structure for a sequence picked 

randomly from a genome ranges approximately from 30% to 65%, depending on the 

genome(Kelley et al., 2000;Sanchez, Sali, 1998;Teichmann et al., 1999;Pieper et al., 2002). 

Approximately 57% of all known sequences have at least one domain that is detectably related 

to at least one protein of known structure(Pieper et al., 2002). Since the number of known 

protein sequences is approximately 850,000(Benson et al., 2002;Bairoch, Apweiler, 2000), 



comparative modeling can be applied to domains in approximately 450,000 proteins. This 

number is an order of magnitude larger than the number of experimentally determined protein 

structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (~18,000) (Westbrook et al., 2002). 

Furthermore, the usefulness of comparative modeling is steadily increasing because the 

number of different structural folds that proteins adopt is limited (Chothia, 1992;Lo et al., 

2000;Holm, Sander, 1997;Bray et al., 2000) and because the number of experimentally 

determined novel structures is increasing. This trend is accentuated by the recently initiated 

structural genomics project that aims to determine at least one structure for most protein 

families(Burley et al., 1999). It is conceivable that this aim will be substantially achieved in less 

than 10 years, making comparative modeling applicable to most protein sequences(Vitkup et al., 

2001). 

 

There are several computer programs and web servers that automate the comparative modeling 

process.  The first web server for automated comparative modeling was the Swiss-Model server 

(http://www.expasy.ch/swissmod/), followed by CPHModels 

(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/CPHmodels/), SDSC1 (http://cl.sdsc.edu/hm), FAMS 

(http://physchem.pharm.kitasato-u.ac.jp/FAMS/fams.html) and ModWeb 

(http://guitar.rockefeller.edu/modweb).  These servers accept a sequence from a user and 

return an all atom comparative model when possible. In addition to modeling a given sequence, 

ModWeb is also capable of returning comparative models for all sequences in the TrEMBL 

database that are detectably related to an input, user provided structure.  While the web servers 

are convenient and useful, the best results in the difficult or unusual modeling cases, such as 

problematic alignments, modeling of loops, existence of multiple conformational states, and 

modeling of ligand binding, are still obtained by non-automated, expert use of the various 

modeling tools. A number of resources useful in comparative modeling are listed in Table 1. 

 

The chapter begins by a description of all the steps in comparative modeling, fold assignment, 

template selection, sequence-structure alignment, model building and model assessment. We 

conclude by describing errors in comparative models and sample applications of comparative 

modeling to individual proteins and to whole genomes. We emphasize our own work and 

experience, although we have profited greatly from the contributions of many others, cited in the 

list of references.  

 

2 Steps in comparative modeling  



 

2.1 Searching for structures related to the target sequence 

 

Comparative modeling usually starts by searching the PDB (Westbrook et al., 2002) of known 

protein structures using the target sequence as the query. This search is generally done by 

comparing the target sequence with the sequence of each of the structures in the database. 

 

There are three main classes of protein comparison methods that are useful in fold 

identification. The first class compares the target sequence with each of the database 

sequences independently, using pairwise sequence-sequence comparison(Apostolico, 

Giancarlo, 1998). The performance of these methods in sequence searching(Pearson, 

2000;Pearson, 1995) and fold assignments has been evaluated exhaustively(Brenner et al., 

1998). The most popular programs in the class include FASTA(Pearson, 2000) and 

BLAST(Altschul et al., 1997). 

 

The second class of methods relies on multiple sequence comparisons to improve greatly the 

sensitivity of the search(Henikoff et al., 2000;Krogh et al., 1994;Gribskov, Veretnik, 

1996;Altschul et al., 1997;Jaroszewski et al., 1998). The most well known program in this class 

is PSI-BLAST(Altschul et al., 1997). Another similar approach that appears to perform even 

slightly better than PSI-BLAST has been implemented in the program PDB-BLAST (Jaroszewski 

et al., 1998). PDB-BLAST begins by finding all sequences in a sequence database that are 

clearly related to the target and easily aligned with it. The multiple alignment of these sequences 

is the target sequence profile. Similar profiles are also constructed for all potential template 

structures. The templates are then found by comparing the target sequence profile with each of 

the template sequence profiles, using a local dynamic programming method that relies on the 

common BLOSUM62 residue substitution matrix(Henikoff, Henikoff, 2000). These more 

sensitive fold identification techniques based on sequence profiles are especially useful for 

finding significant structural relationships when sequence identity between the target and the 

template drops below 25%.  

 

The third class of methods relies on pairwise comparison of a protein sequence and a protein 

structure; that is, structural information is used for one of the two proteins that are being 

compared, and the target sequence is matched against a library of 3D profiles or threaded 

through a library of 3D folds. These methods are also called fold assignment, threading or 3D 



template matching (Johnson, Overington, 1993;Bowie et al., 1991;Jones et al., 1992;Godzik, 

1996;Sippl, 1995). They are reviewed in (Jones, 1997;Smith et al., 1997;Torda, 1997) and 

evaluated in (Domingues et al., 2000).  These methods are especially useful when sequence 

profiles are not possible to construct because there are not enough known sequences that are 

clearly related to the target or potential templates. 

 

What similarity between the target and template sequences is needed to have a chance of 

obtaining a useful comparative model? The answer depends on the question that is asked of a 

model. In general, the usefulness of a template should be assessed by evaluation of the 

corresponding 3D model based on a given template, using methods described below. This 

approach is optimal because the evaluation of a 3D model is generally more sensitive and 

robust than the evaluation of an alignment(Sanchez, Sali, 1998). A good starting point for 

template searches are the many database search servers on the web (Table 1). 

 

2.2 Selecting templates 

 

Once a list of potential templates is obtained using searching methods, it is necessary to select 

one or more templates that are appropriate for the particular modeling problem. Several factors 

need to be taken into account when selecting a template. 

 

The quality of a template increases with its overall sequence similarity to the target and 

decreases with the number and length of gaps in the alignment. The simplest template selection 

rule is to select the structure with the highest sequence similarity to the modeled sequence. The 

family of proteins that includes the target and the templates can frequently be organized into 

sub-families. The construction of a multiple alignment and a phylogenetic tree(Retief, 

2000;Felsenstein, 1981) can help in selecting the template from the subfamily that is closest to 

the target sequence. The similarity between the “environment” of the template and the 

environment in which the target needs to be modeled should also be considered. The term 

“environment” is used here in a broad sense, including everything that is not the protein itself 

(eg, solvent, pH, ligands, quaternary interactions). If possible, a template bound to the same or 

similar ligands as the modeled sequence should generally be used. The quality of the 

experimentally determined structure is another important factor in template selection. Resolution 

and R-factor of a crystallographic structure and the number of restraints per residue for an NMR 

structure are indicative of the accuracy of the structure. For instance, if two templates have 



comparable sequence similarity to the target, the one determined at the highest resolution 

should generally be used. The criteria for selecting templates also depend on the purpose of a 

comparative model. For example, if a protein-ligand model is to be constructed, the choice of 

the template that contains a similar ligand is probably more important than the resolution of the 

template. On the other hand, if the model is to be used to analyze the geometry of the active 

site of an enzyme, it may be preferable to use a high-resolution template structure. 

 

It is not necessary to select only one template. In fact, the use of several templates generally 

increases the model accuracy. One strength of comparative modeling program 

MODELLER(Sali, Blundell, 1993) is that it can combine information from multiple template 

structures, in two ways. First, multiple template structures may be aligned with different domains 

of the target, with little overlap between them, in which case the modeling procedure can 

construct a homology-based model of the whole target sequence. Second, the template 

structures may be aligned with the same part of the target, in which case the modeling 

procedure is likely to automatically build the model on the locally best template(Sanchez, Sali, 

1997b;Sali et al., 1995). In general, it is frequently beneficial to include in the modeling process 

all the templates that differ substantially from each other, if they share approximately the same 

overall similarity to the target sequence. 

 

An elaborate way to select suitable templates is to generate and evaluate models for each 

candidate template structure and/or their combinations. The optimized all-atom models are 

evaluated by an energy or scoring function, such as the Z-score of PROSA (Sippl, 1993). The 

PROSA Z-score of a model is a measure of compatibility between its sequence and structure. 

Ideally, the Z-score of the model should be comparable to the Z-score of the template. PROSA 

Z-score is frequently sufficiently accurate to allow picking one of the most accurate of the 

generated models (Wu et al., 2000). This trial-and-error approach can be viewed as limited 

threading (ie, the target sequence is threaded through similar template structures). 

 

2.3 Aligning the target sequence with one or more structures 

 

To build a model, all comparative modeling programs depend on a list of assumed structural 

equivalences between the target and template residues. This list is defined by the alignment of 

the target and template sequences.  Although many template search methods will produce such 

an alignment, it is usually not the optimal target-template alignment in the more difficult 



alignment cases (eg, at less than 30% sequence identity). Search methods tend to be tuned for 

detection of remote relationships, not for optimal alignment. Therefore, once the templates are 

selected, an alignment method should be used to align them with the target sequence. The 

alignment is relatively simple to obtain when the target-template sequence identity is above 

40%. In most such cases, an accurate alignment can be calculated automatically using standard 

sequence-sequence alignment methods. If the target-template sequence identity is lower than 

40%, the alignment generally has gaps and needs manual intervention to minimize the number 

of misaligned residues. In these low sequence identity cases, the alignment accuracy is the 

most important factor affecting the quality of the resulting model. Alignments can be improved 

by including structural information from the template. For example, gaps should be avoided in 

secondary structure elements, in buried regions, or between two residues that are far in space. 

Some alignment methods take such criteria into account (Sanchez, Sali, 1998;Jennings et al., 

2001;Blake, Cohen, 2001;Shi et al., 2001). It is important to inspect and edit the alignment in 

view of the template structure, especially if the target-template sequence identity is low. A 

misalignment by only one residue position will result in an error of approximately 4Å in the 

model because the current modeling methods generally cannot recover from errors in the 

alignment. 

 

When multiple templates are selected, a good strategy is to superpose them with each other 

first, to obtain a multiple structure-based alignment. In the next step, the target sequence is 

aligned with this multiple structure-based alignment.  Another improvement is to calculate the 

target and template sequence profiles, by aligning them with all sequences from a non-

redundant sequence database that are sufficiently similar to the target and template sequences, 

respectively, so that they can be aligned without significant errors (eg, better than 40% 

sequence identity).  The final target-template alignment is then obtained by aligning the two 

profiles, not the template and target sequences alone. The use of multiple structures and 

multiple sequences benefits from the evolutionary and structural information about the 

templates as well as evolutionary information about the target sequence, and often produces a 

better alignment for modeling than the pairwise sequence alignment methods(Sauder et al., 

2000;Jaroszewski et al., 2000). 

 

2.4 Model Building 

 

Modeling by assembly of rigid bodies 



 

The first and still widely used approach in comparative modeling is to assemble a model from a 

small number of rigid bodies obtained from the aligned protein structures (Greer, 1990;Blundell 

et al., 1987;Browne et al., 1969). The approach is based on the natural dissection of the protein 

structure into conserved core regions, variable loops that connect them, and sidechains that 

decorate the backbone. For example, the following semi-automated procedure is implemented 

in the computer program COMPOSER (Sutcliffe et al., 1987). First, the template structures are 

selected and superposed. Second, the “framework” is calculated by averaging the coordinates 

of the Ca atoms of structurally conserved regions in the template structures. Third, the 

mainchain atoms of each core region in the target model are obtained by superposing on the 

framework the core segment from the template whose sequence is closest to the target. Fourth, 

the loops are generated by scanning a database of all known protein structures to identify the 

structurally variable regions that fit the anchor core regions and have a compatible 

sequence(Topham et al., 1993). Fifth, the sidechains are modeled based on their intrinsic 

conformational preferences and on the conformation of the equivalent sidechains in the 

template structures(Sutcliffe et al., 1987). And finally, the stereochemistry of the model is 

improved either by a restrained energy minimization or a molecular dynamics refinement. The 

accuracy of a model can be somewhat increased when more than one template structure is 

used to construct the framework and when the templates are averaged into the framework using 

weights corresponding to their sequence similarities to the target sequence(Srinivasan, Blundell, 

1993).  For example, differences between the model and X-ray structures may be slightly 

smaller than the differences between the X-ray structures of the modeled protein and the 

homologs used to build the model. Possible future improvements of modeling by rigid body 

assembly include incorporation of rigid body shifts, such as the relative shifts in the packing of 

a-helices and ß-sheets (Reddy, Blundell, 1993;Nagarajaram et al., 1999). 

 

Modeling by segment matching or coordinate reconstruction 

 

The basis of modeling by coordinate reconstruction is the finding that most hexapeptide 

segments of protein structure can be clustered into only 100 structurally different classes(Unger 

et al., 1989;Bystroff, Baker, 1998). Thus, comparative models can be constructed by using a 

subset of atomic positions from template structures as “guiding” positions, and by identifying 

and assembling short, all-atom segments that fit these guiding positions. The guiding positions 

usually correspond to the Ca atoms of the segments that are conserved in the alignment 



between the template structure and the target sequence. The all-atom segments that fit the 

guiding positions can be obtained either by scanning all the known protein structures, including 

those that are not related to the sequence being modeled(Claessens et al., 1989;Holm, Sander, 

1991), or by a conformational search restrained by an energy function(Bruccoleri, Karplus, 

1990;van Gelder et al., 1994). For example, a general method for modeling by segment 

matching is guided by the positions of some atoms (usually Ca atoms) to find the matching 

segments in the representative database of all known protein structures(Levitt, 1992). This 

method can construct both mainchain and sidechain atoms, and can also model gaps. It is 

implemented in the program SegMod. Even some sidechain modeling methods(Chinea et al., 

1995) and the class of loop construction methods based on finding suitable fragments in the 

database of known structures(Jones, Thirup, 1986) can be seen as segment matching or 

coordinate reconstruction methods. 

 

Modeling by satisfaction of spatial restraints 

 

The methods in this class begin by generating many constraints or restraints on the structure of 

the target sequence, using its alignment to related protein structures as a guide. The procedure 

is conceptually similar to that used in determination of protein structures from NMR-derived 

restraints. The restraints are generally obtained by assuming that the corresponding distances 

between aligned residues in the template and the target structures are similar. These homology-

derived restraints are usually supplemented by stereochemical restraints on bond lengths, bond 

angles, dihedral angles, and non-bonded atom-atom contacts that are obtained from a 

molecular mechanics force field. The model is then derived by minimizing the violations of all 

the restraints. This can be achieved either by distance geometry or real-space optimization. For 

example, an elegant distance geometry approach constructs all-atom models from lower and 

upper bounds on distances and dihedral angles(Havel, Snow, 1991;Havel, Snow, 1991). Lower 

and upper bounds on Ca-Ca and mainchain-sidechain distances, hydrogen bonds, and 

conserved dihedral angles were derived for E. coli flavodoxin from four other flavodoxins; 

bounds were calculated for all distances and dihedral angles that had equivalent atoms in the 

template structures. The allowed range of values of a distance or a dihedral angle depended on 

the degree of structural variability at the corresponding position in the template structures. 

Distance geometry was used to obtain an ensemble of approximate 3D models, which were 

then exhaustively refined by restrained molecular dynamics with simulated annealing in water. 

 



We now describe our own approach in more detail(Sali et al., 1990;Sali, Blundell, 1993;Fiser et 

al., 2000;Sali, Overington, 1994) (Figure 3). The approach was developed to use as many 

different types of data about the target sequence as possible. It is implemented in the computer 

program MODELLER (Table 1).  The comparative modeling procedure begins with an alignment 

of the target sequence with related known 3D structures. The output, obtained without any user 

intervention, is a 3D model for the target sequence containing all mainchain and sidechain non-

hydrogen atoms. 

 

In the first step of model building, distance and dihedral angle restraints on the target sequence 

are derived from its alignment with template 3D structures.  The form of these restraints was 

obtained from a statistical analysis of the relationships between similar protein structures. The 

analysis relied on a database of 105 family alignments that included 416 proteins of known 3D 

structure(Sali, Overington, 1994). By scanning the database of alignments, tables quantifying 

various correlations were obtained, such as the correlations between two equivalent Ca-Ca 

distances, or between equivalent mainchain dihedral angles from two related proteins(Sali, 

Blundell, 1993). These relationships are expressed as conditional probability density functions 

(pdf's) and can be used directly as spatial restraints. For example, probabilities for different 

values of the mainchain dihedral angles are calculated from the type of a residue considered, 

from mainchain conformation of an equivalent residue, and from sequence similarity between 

the two proteins. Another example is the pdf for a certain Ca-Ca distance given equivalent 

distances in two related protein structures. An important feature of the method is that the forms 

of spatial restraints were obtained empirically, from a database of protein structure alignments. 

 

In the second step, the spatial restraints and the CHARMM22 force field terms enforcing proper 

stereochemistry(MacKerell, Jr. et al., 1998;Brooks, III et al., 1983) are combined into an 

objective function. The general form of the objective function is similar to that in molecular 

dynamics programs, such as CHARMM22(Brooks, III et al., 1983). The objective function 

depends on the Cartesian coordinates of ~10,000 atoms (3D points) that form the modeled 

molecules. For a 10,000 atom system there can be on the order of 200,000 restraints. The 

functional form of each term is simple; it includes a quadratic function, harmonic lower and 

upper bounds, cosine, a weighted sum of a few Gaussian functions, Coulomb law, Lennard-

Jones potential, and cubic splines.  The geometric features presently include a distance, an 

angle, a dihedral angle, a pair of dihedral angles between two, three, four atoms and eight 

atoms, respectively, the shortest distance in the set of distances, solvent accessibility in Å2, and 



atom density that is expressed as the number of atoms around the central atom.  Some 

restraints can be used to restrain pseudo-atoms such as the gravity center of several atoms. 

 

Finally, the model is obtained by optimizing the objective function in Cartesian space.  The 

optimization is carried out by the use of the variable target function method(Braun, Go, 1985) 

employing methods of conjugate gradients and molecular dynamics with simulated 

annealing(Clore et al., 1986). Several slightly different models can be calculated by varying the 

initial structure and the variability among these models can be used to estimate the lower bound 

on the errors in the corresponding regions of the fold. 

 

Because the modeling by satisfaction of spatial restraints can use many different types of 

information about the target sequence, it is perhaps the most promising of all comparative 

modeling techniques. One of the strengths of modeling by satisfaction of spatial restraints is that 

constraints or restraints derived from a number of different sources can easily be added to the 

homology-derived restraints. For example, restraints could be provided by rules for secondary 

structure packing(Cohen, Kuntz, 1989), analyses of hydrophobicity(Aszodi, Taylor, 1994)  and 

correlated mutations(Taylor, Hatrick, 1994), empirical potentials of mean force(Sippl, 1990), 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments(Sutcliffe et al., 1992), cross-linking 

experiments, fluorescence spectroscopy, image reconstruction in electron microscopy, site-

directed mutagenesis(Boissel et al., 1993), intuition, etc. In this way, a comparative model, 

especially in the difficult cases, could be improved by making it consistent with available 

experimental data and/or with more general knowledge about protein structure. 

 

Accuracies of the various model building methods are relatively similar when used 

optimally(Marti-Renom et al., 2002). Other factors such as template selection and alignment 

accuracy usually have a larger impact on the model accuracy, especially for models based on 

less than 40% sequence identity to the templates. However, it is important that a modeling 

method allows a degree of flexibility and automation to obtain better models more easily and 

rapidly.  For example, a method should allow for an easy recalculation of a model when a 

change is made in the alignment; it should be straightforward to calculate models based on 

several templates; and the method should provide tools for incorporation of prior knowledge 

about the target (eg, cross-linking restraints, predicted secondary structure) and allow ab initio 

modeling of insertions (eg, loops), which can be crucial for annotation of function. Loop 

modeling is an especially important aspect of comparative modeling in the range from 30 to 



50% sequence identity. In this range of overall similarity, loops among the homologs vary while 

the core regions are still relatively conserved and aligned accurately. Next, we review loop 

modeling. 

 

Loop modeling 

 

In comparative modeling, target sequences often have inserted residues relative to the template 

structures or have regions that are structurally different from the corresponding regions in the 

templates. Thus, no structural information about these inserted segments can be extracted from 

the template structures. These regions frequently correspond to surface loops. Loops often play 

an important role in defining the functional specificity of a given protein framework, forming the 

active and binding sites. The accuracy of loop modeling is a major factor determining the 

usefulness of comparative models in applications such as ligand docking. Loop modeling can be 

seen as a mini protein folding problem because the correct conformation of a given segment of 

a polypeptide chain has to be calculated mainly from the sequence of the segment itself. 

However, loops are generally too short to provide sufficient information about their local fold. 

Even identical decapeptides in different proteins do not always have the same 

conformation(Kabsch, Sander, 1984;Mezei, 1998). Some additional restraints are provided by 

the core anchor regions that span the loop and by the structure of the rest of a protein that 

cradles the loop. Although many loop modeling methods have been described, it is still not 

possible to model correctly and with high confidence loops longer than approximately 8 residues 

(Fiser et al., 2000). 

 

There are two main classes of loop modeling methods: (i) the database  search approaches, 

where a segment that fits on the anchor core regions is found in a database of all known protein 

structures(Jones, Thirup, 1986;Chothia, Lesk, 1987); (ii) the conformational search 

approaches(Moult, James, 1986;Bruccoleri, Karplus, 1987;Shenkin et al., 1987). There are also 

methods that combine these two approaches(van Vlijmen, Karplus, 1997;Deane, Blundell, 

2001). 

 

The database search approach to loop modeling is accurate and efficient when a database of 

specific loops is created to address the modeling of the same class of loops, such as ß-

hairpins(Sibanda et al., 1989), or loops on a specific fold, such as the hypervariable regions in 

the immunoglobulin fold(Chothia et al., 1989;Chothia, Lesk, 1987). For example, an analysis of 



the hypervariable immunoglobulin regions resulted in a series of rules that allowed a very high 

accuracy of loop prediction in other members of the family. These rules were based on the small 

number of conformations for each loop, and the dependence of the loop conformation on its 

length and certain key residues. There are attempts to classify loop conformations into more 

general categories, thus extending the applicability of the database search approach for to more 

cases(Rufino et al., 1997;Oliva et al., 1997;Ring et al., 1992). However, the database methods 

are limited by the fact that the number of possible conformations increases exponentially with 

the length of a loop. As a result, only loops up to 4-7 residues long have most of their 

conceivable conformations present in the database of known protein structures(Fidelis et al., 

1994;Lessel, Schomburg, 1994). Even according to the more optimistic estimate, approximately 

30% and 60% of all the possible 8 and 9 residue loop conformations, respectively, are missing 

from the database(Fidelis et al., 1994). This is made even worse by the requirement for an 

overlap of at least one residue between the database fragment and the anchor core regions, 

which means that the modeling of a 5 residue insertion requires at least a 7 residue fragment 

from the database(Claessens et al., 1989). Despite the rapid growth of the database of known 

structures, there is no possibility to cover most of the conformations of a 9-residue segment in 

the foreseeable future. On the other hand, most of the insertions in a family of homologous 

proteins are shorter than 10-12 residues(Fiser et al., 2000). 

 

To overcome the limitations of the database search methods, conformational search methods 

were developed(Moult, James, 1986;Bruccoleri, Karplus, 1987). There are many such methods, 

exploiting different protein representations, objective function terms, and optimization or 

enumeration algorithms.  The search algorithms include the minimum perturbation method(Fine 

et al., 1986), molecular dynamics simulations(Bruccoleri, Karplus, 1990;van Vlijmen, Karplus, 

1997), genetic algorithms(Ring, Cohen, 1993), Monte Carlo and simulated annealing(Abagyan, 

Totrov, 1994;Collura et al., 1993;Higo et al., 1992), multiple copy simultaneous search(Zheng et 

al., 1993;Zheng et al., 1994), self-consistent field optimization(Koehl, Delarue, 1995), and an 

enumeration based on the graph theory(Samudrala, Moult, 1998). 

 

The loop modeling module in MODELLER implements the optimization-based approach(Fiser et 

al., 2000;Fiser et al., 2002). The main reasons are the generality and conceptual simplicity of 

energy minimization, as well as the limitations on the database approach imposed by a 

relatively small number of known protein structures(Fidelis et al., 1994). Loop prediction by 

optimization is applicable to simultaneous modeling of several loops and loops interacting with 



ligands, which is not straightforward for the database search approaches.  Loop optimization in 

MODELLER relies on conjugate gradients and molecular dynamics with simulated annealing. 

The pseudo energy function is a sum of many terms, including some terms from the CHARMM-

22 molecular mechanics force field(MacKerell, Jr. et al., 1998)  and spatial restraints based on 

distributions of distances(Sippl, 1990)  and dihedral angles in known protein structures. The 

method was tested on a large number of loops of known structure, both in the native and near-

native environments. In the case of 5-residue loops in the correct environments, the average 

error was 0.6Å, as measured by local superposition of the loop mainchain atoms alone. For 8-

residue loops in the correct environments, 90% of the loops had less than 2Å mainchain RMS 

error, with an average of less than 1.2Å. Even 12-residue loops are modeled with useful 

accuracy in 30% of the cases. To simulate comparative modeling problems, the loop modeling 

procedure was evaluated by predicting loops of known structure in only approximately correct 

environments. Such environments were obtained by distorting the anchor regions, 

corresponding to the three residues at either end of the loop, and all the atoms within 10Å of the 

native loop conformation for up to 2-3Å by molecular dynamics simulations. When the RMSD 

distortion of the environment atoms is 2.5Å, the average loop prediction error increases by 180, 

25 and 3% for 4, 8 and 12-residue loops, respectively. It is not anymore too optimistic to expect 

useful models for loops as long as 12 residues, if the environment of the loop is at least 

approximately correct. It is possible to estimate whether or not a given loop prediction is correct, 

based on the structural variability of the independently derived lowest energy loop 

conformations. Typically, the loop prediction corresponds to the lowest energy conformation out 

of the 500 independent optimizations. The algorithm allows straightforward incorporation of 

additional spatial restraints, including those provided by template fragments, disulfide bonds, 

and ligand binding sites. 

 

2.5 Evaluating a model 

 

After a model is built, it is important to check it for possible errors. The quality of a model can be 

approximately predicted from the sequence similarity between the target and the template 

(Figures 2,5,7). Sequence identity above 30% is a relatively good predictor of the expected 

accuracy of a model. However, other factors, including the environment, can strongly influence 

the accuracy of a model. For instance, some calcium-binding proteins undergo large 

conformational changes when bound to calcium. If a calcium-free template is used to model the 

calcium-bound state of a target, it is likely that the model will be incorrect irrespective of the 



target-template similarity. This estimate also applies to determination of protein structure by 

experiment; a structure must be determined in the functionally meaningful environment.  If the 

target-template sequence identity falls below 30%, the sequence identity becomes significantly 

less reliable as a measure of expected accuracy of a single model. The reason is that below 

30% sequence identity, models are often obtained that deviate significantly, in both directions, 

from the average accuracy. It is in such cases that model evaluation methods are most 

informative. 

 

Two types of evaluation can be carried out. “Internal” evaluation of self-consistency checks 

whether or not a model satisfies the restraints used to calculate it. “External” evaluation relies on 

information that was not used in the calculation of the model(Luthy et al., 1992;Sippl, 1993). 

 

Assessment of model's stereochemistry (eg, bonds, bond angles, dihedral angles, and non-

bonded atom-atom distances) with programs such as PROCHECK(Laskowski et al., 1993) and 

WHATCHECK(Hooft et al., 1996)  is an example of internal evaluation. Although errors in 

stereochemistry are rare and less informative than errors detected by methods for external 

evaluation, a cluster of stereochemical errors may indicate that the corresponding region also 

contains other larger errors (eg, alignment errors). 

 

When the model is based on less than ~30% sequence identity to the template, the first purpose 

of the external evaluation is to test whether or not a correct template was used. This test is 

especially important when the alignment is only marginally significant or several alternative 

templates with different folds are to be evaluated.  A complication is that at low similarities the 

alignment generally contains many errors, making it difficult to distinguish between an incorrect 

template on one hand and an incorrect alignment with a correct template on the other hand.  It 

is generally possible to recognize a correct template only if the alignment is at least 

approximately correct. This complication can sometimes be overcome by testing models from 

several alternative alignments for each template.  One way to predict whether or not a template 

is correct is to compare the PROSA Z-score(Sippl, 1993)  for the model and the template 

structure(s). Since the Z-score of a model is a measure of compatibility between its sequence 

and structure, the model Z-score should be comparable to that of the template.  However, this 

evaluation does not always work. For example, a well modeled part of a domain is likely to have 

a bad Z-score because some interactions that stabilize the fold are not present in the model. 

Correct models for some membrane proteins and small disulfide-rich proteins also tend to be 



evaluated incorrectly, apparently because these structures have distributions of residue 

accessibility and residue-residue distances that are different from those for the larger globular 

domains, which were the source of the PROSA statistical potential functions. 

 

The second, more detailed kind of external evaluation is the prediction of unreliable regions in 

the model. One way to approach this problem is to calculate a “pseudo energy” profile of a 

model, such as that produced by PROSA(Sippl, 1995). The profile reports the energy for each 

position in the model. Peaks in the profile frequently correspond to errors in the model.  There 

are several pitfalls in the use of energy profiles for local error detection. For example, a region 

can be identified as unreliable only because it interacts with an incorrectly modeled region; there 

are also more fundamental problems(Fiser et al., 2000).   

 

Finally, a model should be consistent with experimental observations, such as site-directed 

mutagenesis, cross-linking data, and ligand binding. 

 

It is frequently difficult to select best templates or calculate a good alignment. One way of 

improving a comparative model in such cases is to proceed with an iteration consisting of 

template selection, alignment, and model building, guided by model assessment. This iteration 

can be repeated until no improvement in the model is detected(Guenther et al., 1997;Sanchez, 

Sali, 1997b). 

 

3 Errors in comparative models 

 

The overall accuracy of comparative models spans a wide range (Figures 5,7). At the low end of 

the spectrum are the low resolution models whose only essentially correct feature is their fold. 

At the high end of the spectrum are the models with an accuracy comparable to medium 

resolution crystallographic structures(Baker, Sali, 2001;Marti-Renom et al., 2000). Even low 

resolution models are often useful to address biological questions, because function can many 

times be predicted from only coarse structural features of a model. 

 

The errors in comparative models can be divided into five categories (Figure 4): (1) Errors in 

sidechain  packing. (2) Distortions or shifts of a region that is aligned correctly with the template 

structures. (3) Distortions or shifts of a region that does not have an equivalent segment in any 

of the template structures. (4) Distortions or shifts of a region that is aligned incorrectly with the 



template structures. (5) A misfolded structure resulting from using an incorrect template. 

Significant methodological improvements are needed to address all of these errors. 

 

Errors 3-5 are relatively infrequent when sequences with more than 40% identity to the 

templates are modeled.  For example, in such a case, approximately 90% of the mainchain 

atoms are likely to be modeled with an RMS error of about 1Å.  In this range of sequence 

similarity, the alignment is mostly straightforward to construct, there are not many gaps, and 

structural differences between the proteins are usually limited to loops and sidechains. When 

sequence identity is between 30 and 40%, the structural differences become larger, and the 

gaps in the alignment are more frequent and longer. As a result, the mainchain RMS error rises 

to about 1.5Å for about 80% of residues. The rest of the residues are modeled with large errors 

because the methods generally fail to model structural distortions and rigid body shifts, and are 

unable to recover from misalignments. Below 40% sequence identity, misalignments and 

insertions in the target sequence become the major problems. When sequence identity drops 

below 30%, the main problem becomes the identification of related templates and their 

alignment with the sequence to be modeled (Figures 5, 7). In general, it can be expected that 

about 20% of residues will be misaligned, and consequently incorrectly modeled with an error 

larger than 3Å, at this level of sequence similarity(Johnson, Overington, 1993). These 

misalignments are a serious impediment for comparative modeling because it appears that 

presently at least one half of all related protein pairs are related at less than 30% sequence 

identity(Rost, 1999;Sanchez, Sali, 1998).  

 

It has been pointed out that a comparative model is frequently more distant from the actual 

target structure than the closest template structure used to calculate the model(Martin et al., 

1997). However, at least for some modeling methods, this is only the case when there are 

errors in the template-target alignment used for modeling, and when the correct structure-based 

template-target alignment is used for comparing the template with the actual target 

structure(Sanchez, Sali, 1997b). In contrast, the model is generally closer to the target structure 

than any of the templates if the modeling target-template alignment is used in evaluating the 

similarity between the actual target structure and the template(Sanchez, Sali, 1997b). When 

more than one template is used for modeling, it is sometimes possible to obtain a model that is 

significantly closer to the target structure than any of the templates(Sanchez, Sali, 1997b). This 

improvement occurs because the model tends to inherit the best regions from each template.  

Therefore, using a model is generally better than using the template structure even when the 



alignment is incorrect because the actual target structure, and therefore the correct template-

target alignment, are not available in practical modeling applications (Figure 5). 

 

To put the errors in comparative models into perspective, we list the differences among 

structures of the same protein that have been determined experimentally (Figure 6). The 1Å 

accuracy of mainchain atom positions corresponds to X-ray structures defined at a low-

resolution of about 2.5Å and with an R-factor of about 25% (Ohlendorf, 1994), as well as to 

medium-resolution NMR structures determined from 10 inter-proton distance restraints per 

residue(Clore et al., 1993). Similarly, differences between the highly refined X-ray and NMR 

structures of the same protein also tend to be about 1Å (Clore et al., 1993). Changes in the 

environment (eg, oligomeric state, crystal packing, solvent, ligands) can also have a significant 

effect on the structure(Faber, Matthews, 1990). Overall, comparative modeling based on 

templates with more than 40% identity is almost as good as medium resolution experimental 

structures, simply because the proteins at this level of similarity are likely to be as similar to 

each other as are the structures for the same protein determined by different experimental 

techniques under different conditions.  However, the caveat in comparative protein modeling is 

that some regions, mainly loops and sidechains, may have larger errors. 

 

A particularly informative way to test protein structure modeling methods, including comparative 

modeling, is provided by the bi-annual meetings on critical assessment of techniques for protein 

structure prediction (CASP)(Moult et al., 1995;Zemla et al., 2001;Marti-Renom et al., 2002). 

Protein modelers are challenged to model sequences with unknown 3D structure and to submit 

their models to the organizers before the meeting. At the same time, the 3D structures of the 

prediction targets are being determined by X-ray crystallography or NMR methods. They only 

become available after the models are calculated and submitted. Thus, a bona fide evaluation of 

protein structure modeling methods is possible. A large scale, continuous and automated 

alternative of this experiment is implemented in program EVA(Eyrich et al., 2001). 

 

4 Applications of comparative modeling 

 

4.1 Modeling of individual proteins 

 



Comparative modeling is often an efficient way to obtain useful information about the proteins of 

interest. For example, comparative models can be helpful in designing mutants to test 

hypotheses about the protein's function(Vernal et al., 2002;Wu et al., 1999a), identifying active 

and binding sites(Sheng et al., 1996), searching for, designing and improving ligands for a given 

binding site(Ring et al., 1993), modeling substrate specificity(Xu et al., 1996), predicting 

antigenic epitopes(Sali et al., 1993), simulating protein-protein docking(Vakser, 1995), inferring 

function from calculated electrostatic potential around the protein(Matsumoto et al., 1995), 

facilitating molecular replacement in X-ray structure determination(Howell et al., 1992), refining 

models based on NMR constraints(Modi et al., 1996;Barrientos et al., 2001), testing and 

improving a sequence—structure alignment(Wolf et al., 1998), confirming a remote structural 

relationship(Guenther et al., 1997;Wu et al., 2000), and rationalizing known experimental 

observations (Figure 7). For a long review of comparative modeling applications see(Johnson et 

al., 1994). 

 

Fortunately, a 3D model does not have to be absolutely perfect to be helpful in biology, as 

demonstrated by the applications listed above.  The type of a question that can be addressed 

with a particular model does depend on its accuracy.  

 

At the low end of the accuracy spectrum, there are models that are based on less than 25% 

sequence identity and have sometimes less than 50% of their Ca atoms within 3.5Å of their 

correct positions. However, such models still have the correct fold and even knowing only the 

fold of a protein is frequently sufficient to predict its approximate biochemical function. More 

specifically, only nine out of 80 fold families known in 1994 contained proteins (domains) that 

were not in the same functional class, although 32% of all protein structures belonged to one of 

the nine superfolds(Orengo et al., 1997). Models in this low range of accuracy combined with 

model evaluation can be used for confirming or rejecting a match between remotely related 

proteins(Sanchez, Sali, 1997b;Sanchez, Sali, 1998).  

 

In the middle of the accuracy spectrum are the models based on approximately 35% sequence 

identity, corresponding to 85% of the Ca atoms modeled within 3.5Å of their correct positions.  

Fortunately, the active and binding sites are frequently more conserved than the rest of the fold, 

and are thus modeled more accurately(Sanchez, Sali, 1998).  In general, medium resolution 

models frequently allow a refinement of the functional prediction based on sequence alone 

because ligand binding is most directly determined by the structure of the binding site rather 



than its sequence. It is frequently possible to correctly predict important features of the target 

protein that do not occur in the template structure. For example, the location of a binding site 

can be predicted from clusters of charged residues(Matsumoto et al., 1995), and the size of a 

ligand may be predicted from the volume of the binding site cleft(Xu et al., 1996).  Medium-

resolution models can also be used to construct site-directed mutants with altered or destroyed 

binding capacity, which in turn could test hypotheses about the sequence-structure-function 

relationships. Other problems that can be addressed with medium resolution comparative 

models include designing proteins that have compact structures without long tails, loops, and 

exposed hydrophobic residues for better crystallization; or designing proteins with added 

disulfide bonds for extra stability. 

 

The high end of the accuracy spectrum corresponds to models based on 50% sequence identity 

or more. The average accuracy of these models approaches that of low resolution X-ray 

structures (3Å resolution) or medium resolution NMR structures (10 distance restraints per 

residue)(Sanchez, Sali, 1997b). The alignments on which these models are based generally 

contain almost no errors. In addition to the already listed applications, high quality models can 

be used for docking of small ligands(Ring et al., 1993) or whole proteins onto a given 

protein(Totrov, Abagyan, 1994;Vakser, 1995). 

 

We now describe two applications of comparative modeling in more detail: (i) modeling of 

substrate specificity aided by a high accuracy model and (ii) substantiating a remote relationship 

between two proteins aided by a low accuracy model. 

 

Example 1: Modeling of substrate specificity 

 

Brain lipid-binding protein (BLBP) is a member of the family of fatty acid-binding proteins that 

was isolated from brain(Xu et al., 1996). The problem was to find out which one of the many 

fatty acids known to bind to fatty acid binding proteins in general is the likely physiological ligand 

of BLBP. To address this problem, comparative models of BLBP complexed with many fatty 

acids were calculated by relying on the structures of the adipocyte lipid-binding protein and 

muscle fatty acid-binding protein, in complex with their ligands. The models were evaluated by 

binding and site-directed mutagenesis experiments(Xu et al., 1996). The model of BLBP 

indicated that its binding cavity was just large enough to accommodate docosahexaenoic acid 

(DHA) (Figure 8). Because DHA filled the BLBP binding cavity completely, it was unlikely that 



BLBP would bind a larger ligand. Thus, DHA was the ligand predicted to have the highest 

affinity for BLBP. The prediction was confirmed by the measurement of binding affinities for 

many fatty acids. It turned out that the BLBP-DHA interaction was the strongest fatty acid-

protein interaction known to date. The binding affinities of the ligands correlated with the surface 

areas buried by the protein-ligand interactions, as calculated from the corresponding models, 

and explained why DHA had the highest affinity. This case illustrates how a comparative model 

provides new information which can not be deduced directly from the template structures 

despite their high, 60% sequence identity to BLBP. The two templates have smaller binding 

sites and consequently different patterns of binding affinities for the same set of ligands. The 

study also illustrated how new information is obtained relative to the target-template alignment 

even when the similarity between the target and the template sequences is high. The volumes 

and contact surfaces can only be calculated from a 3D model. 

 

Example 2: Detection of remote relationships 

 

Genes coding for the core histones H2a, H2b, H3, and H4 of Giardia lamblia were 

sequenced(Wu et al., 1999b). The derived amino acid sequences of all four histones were 

similar to their homologs in other eukaryotes, although they were among the most divergent 

members of this protein family. Comparative protein structure modeling combined with energy 

evaluation(Sippl, 1993) of the resulting models indicated that the G. lamblia core histones 

individually and together can assume the same three-dimensional structures that were 

established by X-ray crystallography for Xenopus laevis histones and the nucleosome core 

particle(Wu et al., 2000) (Figure 9). Since G. lamblia represents one of the earliest eukaryotes in 

many different molecular trees, the structure of its histones is potentially of relevance to 

understanding histone evolution. Our studies concluded that the G. lamblia histones do not 

represent an intermediate stage between archaeal and eukaryotic histones. 

 

4.2 Automated, large-scale comparative modeling 

 

In a few years, the genome projects will have provided us with the amino acid sequences of 

more than a million proteins - the catalysts, inhibitors, messengers, receptors, transporters, and 

building blocks of the living organisms. The full potential of the genome projects will only be 

realized once we assign and understand the function of these new proteins. This understanding 

will be facilitated by structural information for all or almost all proteins. Much of the structural 



information will be provided by structural genomics (Sali, 1998;Burley et al., 1999;Vitkup et al., 

2001), a large-scale determination of protein structures by X-ray crystallography and nuclear 

magnetic resonance spectroscopy,  combined efficiently with accurate, automated and large-

scale comparative protein structure modeling techniques(Sanchez et al., 2000a). Given 

limitations of the current modeling techniques, it seems reasonable to require models based on 

at least 30% sequence identity, corresponding to one experimentally determined structure per 

sequence family rather than fold family. It was estimated that the structures of representatives of 

approximately 16,000 sequence domain families need to be determined to provide comparative 

models based on at least 30% sequence identity for 95% of the protein sequences(Vitkup et al., 

2001). 

 

To enable large-scale comparative modeling needed for structural genomics, the steps of 

comparative modeling are being assembled into a completely automated pipeline(Sanchez, 

Sali, 1998). Since many computer programs for performing each of the operations in 

comparative modeling already exist, it may seem trivial to construct a pipeline that completely 

automates the whole process. In fact, it is not easy to do so in a robust manner. For a good 

reason, most of the tasks in modeling of individual proteins, including template selection, 

alignment, and model evaluation, are typically performed with significant human intervention. 

This semi-automated modeling allows the use of the best tool for a particular problem at hand 

and consideration of many different sources of information that are difficult to take into account 

entirely automatically. Because large-scale modeling can only be performed in a completely 

automated manner, the main challenge is to build an automated and robust pipeline that 

approaches the performance of a human expert as much as possible.  

 

Domains in approximately 57% of the ~850,000 known protein sequences were modeled with 

MODELLER, and deposited into a comprehensive database of comparative models, ModBase 

(http://guitar.rockefeller.edu/modbase/)(Sanchez et al., 2000b;Pieper et al., 2002;Sanchez, Sali, 

1998). While the current number of modeled proteins may look impressive, usually only one 

domain per protein is modeled (on the average, proteins have slightly more than two domains) 

and two thirds of the models are based on less than 30% sequence identity to the closest 

template. The web interface to ModBase allows flexible querying for fold assignments, 

sequence-structure alignments, models, and model assessments of interest. An integrated 

sequence/structure viewer, ModView, allows inspection and analysis of the query results(Ilyin, 



Sali, 2002). ModBase will be increasingly inter-linked with other applications and databases 

such that structures and other types of information can be easily used for functional annotation.  

 

Large-scale comparative modeling opens new opportunities for tackling existing problems by 

virtue of providing many protein models from many genomes. One example is the selection of a 

target protein for which a drug needs to be developed. A good choice is a protein that is likely to 

have high ligand specificity; specificity is important because specific drugs are less likely to be 

toxic. Large-scale modeling facilitates imposing the specificity filter in target selection by 

enabling a structural comparison of the ligand binding sites of many proteins, either human or 

from other organisms. Such comparisons may make it possible to select rationally the target 

whose binding site is structurally most different from the binding sites of all the other proteins 

that may potentially react with the same drug. For example, when a human pathogenic 

organism needs to be inhibited, it may be possible to select as the target that pathogen's protein 

that is structurally most different from all the human homologs. Alternatively, when a human 

metabolic pathway needs to be regulated, the target identification could focus on that particular 

protein in the pathway that has the binding site most dissimilar from its human homologs.  
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Tables 

 

Table 1: Programs and servers useful for comparative protein structure modeling. An up-to-date 

version of this table can be found on the web at 

http://guitar.rockefeller.edu/bioinformatics_resources.shtml. 

 

Databases 
 
NCBI            www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/            
PDB             www.rcsb.org/                 
MSD             www.rcsb.org/databases.html      
CATH            www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/bsm/cath/  
TrEMBL    srs.ebi.ac.uk/                   
Scop            scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/     
Presage         presage.stanford.edu             
ModBase         guitar.rockefeller.edu/modbase/  
GeneCensus    bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu/genome       
GeneBank        www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/GenbankSearch.html   
PSI             www.structuralgenomics.org  
 

Template search, fold assignment 
 
PDB-Blast       bioinformatics.burnham-inst.org/pdb_blast   
BLAST           www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/    
FastA           www.ebi.ac.uk/fasta33    
DALI            www2.ebi.ac.uk/dali/          
PhD, TOPITS   www.embl-heidelberg.de/predictprotein/predictprotein.html 
THREADER     bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/threader/ 
123D            123d.ncifcrf.gov  
UCLA-DOE     fold.doe-mbi.ucla.edu  
PROFIT          lore.came.sbg.ac.at/   
MATCHMAKER     www.tripos.com/software/mm.html  
3D-PSSM         www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/~3dpssm  
BIOINBGU       www.cs.bgu.ac.il/~bioinbgu/  
FUGUE           www-cryst.bioc.cam.ac.uk/~fugue 
LOOPP           ser-loopp.tc.cornell.edu/loopp.html 
FASS            bioinformatics.burnham-inst.org/FFAS/index.html 
SAM-T99/T98    www.cse.ucsc.edu/research/compbio/sam.html 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1 cont., 
 
 

Comparative modeling 
 
3D-JIGSAW       www.bmm.icnet.uk/servers/3djigsaw/ 
CPH-Models      www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/CPHmodels/ 
COMPOSER        www-cryst.bioc.cam.ac.uk/ 
FAMS             physchem.pharm.kitasato-u.ac.jp/FAMS/fams.html 
Modeller         guitar.rockefeller.edu/modeller/modeller.html 
PrISM            honiglab.cpmc.columbia.edu/ 
SWISS-MODEL     www.expasy.ch/swissmod/SWISS-MODEL.html  
SDSC1            cl.sdsc.edu/hm.html 
WHAT IF          www.cmbi.kun.nl/whatif/ 
ICM              www.molsoft.com/ 
SCWRL            www.fccc.edu/research/labs/dunbrack/scwrl/ 
InsightII        www.accelrys.com 
SYBYL            www.tripos.com 
 
 

Model evaluation   
 
PROCHECK    www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/~roman/procheck/procheck.html 
WHATCHECK  www.cmbi.kun.nl/gv/servers/WIWWWI/ 
ProsaII     www.came.sbg.ac.at 
BIOTECH     biotech.embl-ebi.ac.uk:8400/ 
VERIFY3D    www.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/Services/Verify_3D/ 
ERRAT       www.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/Services/Errat.html 
ANOLEA      guitar.rockefeller.edu/~fmelo/anolea/anolea.html 
AQUA        urchin.bmrb.wisc.edu/~jurgen/Aqua/server/ 
SQUID       www.yorvic.york.ac.uk/~oldfield/squid 
PROVE       www.ucmb.ulb.ac.be/UCMB/PROVE/ 



 

Figures 
 

Figure 1: De novo structure prediction and comparative protein structure modeling. 

Proteins obey two distinct sets of principles, the laws of physics and the theory of evolution, 

each giving rise to the corresponding variety of protein structure prediction methods(Baker, Sali, 

2001). 

 

Figure 2: Steps in comparative protein structure modeling(Fiser et al., 2001). See text for a 

description of each step. 

 

Figure 3: Comparative protein structure modeling by satisfaction of spatial restraints as 

implemented in MODELLER. First, spatial restraints are extracted from the input alignment, 

general spatial preferences found in known protein structures, and a molecular mechanics force 

field. Second, all the restraints are combined into an objective function that is optimized to 

obtain the final model.  

 

Figure 4:  Errors in comparative protein structure modeling. (a) Errors in sidechain packing. 

The Trp 109 residue in the crystal structure of mouse cellular retinoic acid binding protein I (thin 

line) is compared with its model (thick line), and with the template mouse adipocyte lipid-binding 

protein (broken line). (b) Distortions and shifts in correctly aligned regions. A region in the 

crystal structure of mouse cellular retinoic acid binding protein I is compared with its model and 

with the template fatty acid binding protein using the same representation as in panel a. (c) 

Errors in regions without a template. The Ca trace of the 112-117 loop is shown for the X-ray 

structure of human eosinophil neurotoxin (thin line), its model (thick line), and the template 

ribonuclease A structure (residues 111-117; broken line).   (d) Errors due to misalignments. The 

N-terminal region in the crystal structure of human eosinophil neurotoxin (thin line) is compared 

with its model (thick line). The corresponding region of the alignment with the template 

ribonuclease A is shown. The black lines show correct equivalences, that is residues whose Ca 

atoms are within 5 Å of each other in the optimal least-squares superposition of the two X-ray 

structures. The 'a' characters in the bottom line indicate helical residues. (e) Errors due to an 

incorrect template. The x-ray structure of a -trichosanthin (thin line) is compared with its model 

(thick line), which was calculated using indole-3-glycerophosphate synthase as the template. 

 



Figure 5: Average model accuracy as a function of sequence identity. As the sequence 

identity between the target sequence and the template structure decreases, the average 

structural similarity between the template and the target also decreases (dotted line, 

triangles)(Sanchez, Sali, 1998). Structural overlap is defined as the fraction of equivalent Ca 

atoms.  For the comparison of the model with the actual structure (filled circles), two Ca atoms 

were considered equivalent if they belonged to the same residue and were within 3.5? of each 

other after least-squares superposition of all Ca atoms by the ALIGN3D command in 

MODELLER. For comparison of the template structure with the actual target structure 

(triangles), two Ca atoms were considered equivalent if they were within 3.5? of each other after 

alignment and rigid-body superposition.  At high sequence identities, the models are close to the 

templates and therefore also close to the experimental target structure (solid line, filled circles). 

At low sequence identities, errors in the target-template alignment become more frequent and 

the structural similarity of the model with the experimental target structure falls below the target-

template structural similarity. The difference between the model and the actual target structure 

is a combination of the target-template differences (light area) and the alignment errors (dark 

area).  The figure was constructed by calculating 3993 comparative models based on single 

templates of varying similarity to the targets. All targets had known (experimentally determined) 

structures and therefore the comparison of the models and templates with the experimental 

structures was possible. 

 

Figure 6: Accuracy of comparative models as compared to low-resolution 

crystallographic structure determination and medium-resolution NMR structure 

determination(Fiser et al., 2001). Upper left panel, comparison of homologous structures that 

share ~40% sequence identity. Upper right panel, 20 conformations of ileal lipid binding protein 

that satisfy the NMR restraints equally well. Lower left panel, comparison of two independently 

determined X-ray structures of interleukin 1ß.  Lower right panel, comparison of the X-ray and 

NMR structures of erabutoxin. 

 

Figure 7: Accuracy of comparative models and their applications. The vertical axis 

indicates the different ranges of applicability of comparative protein structure modeling, the 

corresponding accuracy of protein structure models, and their sample applications. In panels A-

C, typical overall accuracy of a comparative model (right) is indicated by a comparison of a 

model with an actual structure (left). (A) The complex between docosahexaenoic fatty acid 

(violet) and brain lipid-binding protein (right), modeled based on its 62% sequence identity to the 



crystallographic structure of adipocyte lipid-binding protein (PDB code 1ADL)(Xu et al., 1996) . 

A number of fatty acids were ranked for their affinity to brain lipid-binding protein consistently 

with site-directed mutagenesis and affinity chromatography experiments, even though the ligand 

specificity profile of this protein is different from that of the template structure. (B) A putative 

proteoglycan binding patch was identified on a medium accuracy comparative model of mouse 

mast cell protease 7 (right), modeled based on its 39% sequence identity to the crystallographic 

structure of bovine pancreatic trypsin (2PTN) that does not bind proteoglycans(Matsumoto et 

al., 1995). The prediction was confirmed by site-directed mutagenesis and heparin-affinity 

chromatography experiments. (C) A molecular model of the whole yeast ribosome (right) was 

calculated by fitting atomic rRNA and protein models into the electron density of the 80S 

ribosomal particle, obtained by electron microscopy at 15Å resolution(Spahn et al., 2001) . Most 

of the models for 40 out of the 75 ribosomal proteins were based on approximately 30% 

sequence identity to their template structures. 

 

Figure 8: Modeling of the substrate specificity of the brain lipid binding protein (Xu et al., 

1996). The fatty acid ligand is shown in the CPK representation. The small spheres in the ligand 

binding cavity are water molecules. Left panel, the model of the BLBP-oleic acid complex. Right 

panel, the model of the BLBP-docosahexaenoic acid complex. 

  

Figure 9: Substantiating the fold similarity of remotely related proteins by comparative 

modeling and assessment of the model energy.  Comparative protein structure models of 

the Giardia lamblia core histones, based on the known structures of the Xenopus histones(Wu 

et al., 2000). The models and their evaluations indicate that the sequences of the G. lamblia 

histones are consistent with the structure of the corresponding Xenopus histones, with the 

exception of their terminal extension.   
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